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OR,
Two Theories ; | foot upon the past — it shall never hold mein bond

age . And whatever I have spoken , not in the
THE INFIDEL 'S MISTAKE . truth as Inow see it, shall be as though I had never

said it . It shall not weigh in th
e

balance against aBY C . M . OVERTON .

soul . I owe no allegiance to anything or anybody

“ There is such a thing as being a martyr to a but the truth and the Great Source of truth . I am

muistake . ” So wrote Mary S . Gove Nichols , on one free ; and by the help of God I will remain som

of the occasions on which she announced to the free to be true to my convictions ; free to be faith

world an important change in her faith and princi - | ful to the present hour , though unfaithful to every

ples . This enunciation struck me at the time as one of my spoken words ; free to be as unstable
being one of the most piquant , powerful and origi - and inconsistent as the cause of truth demands . If

nal of the expressions of a woman who , almost I maintain a consistency between my thought and
inore than any other woman in America , is noted word ,my convictions and my expressions of them ,

for power , piquancy and originality of expression . it is al
l

that can be asked of me . I never professed
As a general statement , there can be no doubt to be infallible ; I did profess to be honest . I do

that there is truth in the idea ; and it is my busi - not now profess to be infallible ; but I hope I ani
ness at this time to show that there is truth in it , in no less honeet than formerly . No man is responsi

its application to that class of persons among which bl
e

for not having the whole truth , or for entertaining

I have ranked myself , who in contradistinction to an error . Ignorance is pardonable ; but hypocrisy

that which they terin Supernatural , call themselves and cowardice , never . A man who is faithful to

Naturalists ,Rationalists , or Harinonial Philosophers . error , honestly entertained , will be as faithful to the

I am fully aware that I shall be charged with truth when he sees it . No man is damned for not

fickliness and inconsistency by those who have accepting evidence which bas never come to him .

ben acquainted with me . And at times , when the It is willfulness , dishonesty in dealing with that

Devil of Price has the upper hand of me , I think which has come , which damns the soul . Above

more about this than I do about truth and con - al
l things else , le
t

us be honest and candid with our

scienc " ; more whether my course be consistent , selves , though it oblige the throwing away of every
than whether it be true ; more whether it appear preconceived , long -cherished opinion .

right , than whether it be right ; more what I have ! The fatal , fundamental mistake which I hare
said in the past , than what duty calls me to say in made , as I now se

e
it , is in building my theories

the future ; more what men will say about me , and basing my bopes of success upon the natural
than what their good demands I should say to instead of the supernatural , the human instead of

thein . the divine , the animal instead of the spiritual , the
But in this right ? Shall truth and duty , the love “ Rationalistic " instead of the religious , nature of

of right and your own soul ' s salvation , be sacrificed man . And this scems to me to be the fatal , all

to a paltry consistency and the fear of what men comprehensive mistake of Infidel Reformers . We
will say ? No , nerer ! I say to you al

l , friends have been al
l

head , and no heart . We have ig

and foes , who would thus tempt me : "Get thee be - nored religion ; and in so doing have ignored the
hind me , Satan ! ” “ Let the dead bury their dead . ” (pivotal , and as I now believe , the highest and holiest
My business is with the living present . I se

t my element of man ' s nature . The stone which the
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Panthes
practical

dients
practia

hi
m . tootherproaws an

d

builders rejected ha
s

become th
e

bead of th
e

cor - of hi
s

lif
e

here ? you funy perhaps inquire . If man
ner ; or will become such , whenever there is a be of the earth , a thing of development from the soil ,

building that has a corner . then be is properly a subject to the conditions of

Wehave reasoned well from our starting point ; earth ; and the laws and principles which go to

but the failure is in assuming the premises . There regulate other productions of earth should regulate

is no God . This is the first assumption , which is hi
m . All he has to do is to grow , develope and

either openly or impliedly , or at al
l

events practi - enjoy ; and hi
s

main concern with lif
e will be to

cally made ; ( fo
r

there is no practical difference be - seek out for himself those conditions which will
tween Atheism and Pantheism ) . The Universe is best promote hi

s earthly enjoyment . His faculties

a thing of chance , or necessity ; and man is simply being al
l

good and in place , it becomes not only hi
s

an offspring or adjunct of that Universe - an inci - right , but hi
s

duty , to cultivate and expand them to

dent , an accident , or at best a consequence . If a their fullest capacity for enjoyment , and to insist
subject , he is a subject , not of a Supreme Being , upon those conditions which will best enable him to

but of th
e

Universe ; responsible to nobody but the do so .

Universe , and himself , as the highest power in that ! A tree needs earth , air ,moisture and sunshine , to

Universe . He is simply a fact , like a river , a moun - sustain its life . It has a kind of right to them .

tain , or a horse ; or a thing of development , like a an animal bas other necessities , and consequentis
toadstool . Only he is a higher development , a a right to have them supplied . The fact of posses
more important fact ; but still simply a fact , entitled sion , implies a right to use . Demand , necessitates
like any other development or fact to the rights in - a supply . Want , a need ; and need , a justification .

hering in or springing from him as a fact - - the The fact , sanctifiis existence - life and all its essen
rights to life , liberty and the pursuit of happines , tals - - its methods , adjuncts and appartenances .

consequent on his chance or necessitated existence . The right to life implies a right to a whole life , to

At best , according to this philosophy , he is but a such a life as the nature of the being demands ; and
bigh order of animal , entitled like other animals to each subject of life has a right to its own life , and is

the expre : sion and expansion of all the powers and not to be put off with the scheme or fancy of an

faculties necessary to hi
s happiness as an animal . other . An animal has a right to be an animal - he

Now if it be true thatman is but an animal - an is entitled to al
l

the rights of an animal life . And
earthy production - a chance result of a chance if man be but an animal , a product of mother
Universe - - a chance necessity or a necessitated earth , then be has a right , and it is bis duty , to

chance , then our rrasonings are good ,and our provide scope fo
r

his animal nature . But if he be

philosophies are well founded . a native of another clime - if he be of celestial ori
But I believe that this worll is not a chance gin and character , then perhaps he may need an

world , and that man is neither a creature of ebance , entres diff 'rent system of culture . If he really be

nor a thing of development simply . As I se
e

it , he a citizen of the skies , then his allegiance may be

is not a production of the lower , but a sulject or due to the ruler of the skies ; and in being govern
citizen of the higher . I believe that in some sense ed by the laws of earth , he may be not only a po

he is a fallen being . I believe that he not only will litical ( so to speak ) but a physiological transgressor ;

live in the future , but that he has lived in the past ; he may be not only rebelling against legitimate rule ,

that he lived in a state of comparative bliss ; a state but doing constitutional viok nce to his own better

of existence of which he has almost lost the con - nature .

sciousness , and that in many cases our dissatisfac - Again , if man ,now on earth ,was once an inhabi
tion with the present life originates from some tant of the skies , and the condition of heaven be

faiut reminiscence that ever and anon Alts across higher than that of carth , then he is not only out of

the soul of that "good time " going or gone , and an bi
s

legitinate sphere , but he has exchanged a high
involuntary , balf -conscious comparison of the husks er for a lower ; and if there be a conflict between

of the present lif
e

with the beatitudes of the lost the two nalures or conditions , and it be his wish to

estate ; and that our efforts at improrement , our return or regain the higher , then it becomes bis inplans and projects for a better social state , are but a terest , to say nothing of his duty , to obey the higher
reaching out fo

r
a legacy that is lost - a blind instead of the lower , and to subordinate the one togroping of the soul for a re - installment into the the cther . The law of the spiritual and celestial ,

beautics and glories once its own . instead of the earthly and animal , is the law which
But what matters it whether man be natural or he should obey , and the regime of the skies , the

spiritual , indigenous or exotic ? what has that to do one to which he should adapt himself .

with hi
s

duties and obligations , the proper conduct But in what lies the difference ? Individuality ,
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(by which I mean self -hood , and the maintenance Ye have heard it said by them of old , Preserve
of the right of self -hood ,) and to assert and main - thy Individuality at al

l

hazards ; look well to thy

lain that Individuality , amidst the various conflict - rights . But I sa
y

unto you , Your rights are trifles
ing individualities and interests , seems to be the which you cannot afford to contend about . ' The
great aim of al

l

existences on the lower and earthly rights of the spirit ar
e paramount to those of the

plane . Self preservation is the first law of lif
e

with body . Would ye sacrifice the greater to the less
the animal nature . But on the bigher , diviner He who would save hi

s

earth -life , shall lose the life
plane , the individual is lost in the neighbor ; self - of the heavens ! He who would lose hi

s

life here ,

love gives place to universal love , and self -develop - fo
r

the truth ' s sake , shall inherit the life everlasting .

ment to self -abnegation ; justice gives way to love , Strive not after rank and preferment among mer ;

and rights to duties . The question then raised is the little distinctions of earth will avai ! you nothing
not , What is due me from society or those around in the kingdom ; the last shall be first , and the first

mne ? but , What can I do for society ? What is my last ; let hi
m

who would be greatest , serve .

duty to my peighbor , and how can I best serve Ye have beard it said of ol
d , Preserve thyself .

others ? The Sovereignty of the Individual , at hi
s

own cost .

The difference between the two systems is radi - Render and receive an equivalent , in al
l

things :

cal . In the relation which they sustain to each But I say unto you , Preserve thy soul uusullied .

other , they are antagonistic and irreconcilable . . The sovereignty of the spirit ,over al
l

that is carthly ,

The Individualist cries out for justice ; and if a animal and selfish . Deal honestly with al
l

med ;

man smite him on one cheek , he smites him on the but stand not upon equivalents , fo
r

it is more

other . He clamors fo
r

equity ; and if a man take blessed to give than to receive . A new command
away his coat , he seizes a cloak as an equivalent . ment give I unto you : That ye love one another .

He cries out for the right ; and if a man fail to give Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself ; and he

him balf of the road , he shoves hi
m

aside , or runs who does so love his neighbor , will not be auxious
against his vehicl . . whether the one or the other hold more of the
How totally different from al

l

this , ar
e

the incul - property , which belongs noue of it to them , except
cations of the gospel of love - the mandates of th

e

as stewarus of the lord and master .
Prince of Peace . If a man sue thee at law and I would not be understood as underrating the

take away thy coat , give him thy cloak also . If principle of equivalents , as enunciated by Josiah
he smite thee on one cheek , turn to hi

m

the other . Warren and others . It has its use , and that an

If he claim three -fourths of the road , give bim the important one . Every one should be just , before
other fourth - open the fence into the field , if need they ar

e

generous ; and in order to be just , wemust

be , and go round hi
m . know what justice is . And so fa
r

as this enabler
Assert thyself , is the injunction of Individuality . us to see more clearly the principle of equity , and

Deny thyself , is the requirement of Christianity . d fine more distinctly the true boundaries of In

This is the animus of the one system , and this the dividuality , so that we may know when we ar
e

essence of the other . Entirely distinct , separated intruding on the rightful individualities of others ,

be discreet degrees , they cannot blend , for what is so fa
r it is useful and important . For though we

life to the one is death to the other . may not deem it best to insist on our own riglats ,

“ Thou art a man , and thy mission is to preserve yetwemust not require that others act on the same

thyself intact , ” cries out the genius of Individuality , principle . We must be generous at our own cost ,

or Self -Love . “ Stand by thy rights ! " and most certainly must not expect others to be

" Thou art a God , " whispers the still , small voice . I generous to us except at their own option .

“ Thy mission is to preserve thy divinity . Thy . It is something — a great deal in fact — to know
kingdom is not of this world . Do not contaminate what we may not do to others ; and as a system of

thy soul by warfare . Peril not thy divirte estate in negative morality , it is greatly useful . But at the

a strife after baubles . If thy right eye offend thee , best , it is but the forerunner - - the Jolin Baptist - of

pluck it out and cast it from thee ; for it is better the divine order . As a constructer , a positive

that one member be lost than that thy whole body principle , it will have no part in the new dispensa

be cast into fire . Follow not the temptations of | tion .

the body to the destruction of the spirit ; whatshall I repeat , then , it is in the nature ofman that w
e

it profit a man though he gain all the joys of sense , havemade a mistake ; and consequently have de

if he lose hi
s

own soul ? Render not evil for evil , veloped a false philosophy , because it is based upon
but overcome evil with good ; for this is the la

w

of false premises .

the Gods ! " The fact thatman is here with certain propensi
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ties and passions , is assumed as proof that he is that there is nothing in the idea of the fall,or a fall ,
right in being here and in indulging those propen - either absurd , ridiculous, or which in any way does

sities . Now I deny the proposition . I challenge violence to our highest and noblest conceptions of

the position that because a thing exists in a certain Deity . And is not that idea of a full exemplified

state , it is good that it exist in that state . I do not in every instance of individual demoralization that
accept the doctrine of total depravity , as I have un - occurs in our every -day life ? And if such demorali
derstood it; but there is truth enough in the idea zation took place in the father, or fathers , of the

of depravity - - or perversion , if the term suit you race, would not al
l

th
e

race become demoralized

better — to invalidate the soundess of al
l

reasonings and depraved , as a matter of necessity , throngh the

based upon discarding it entirely . well -known operation of the laws of hereditary de

And here le
t

me stop a moment , to look a little scent ?

closer into themerits of our Rationalistic reasoning But al
l

this is speculation , you say . You have

in regard to the fall of man , depravity , & c . God only proved tbat it may be as you suppost - tbat

is all -wise , al
l
-powerful , al
l
-good ; too wise not to the idea of pre -existence and a fall is not unreason

foresee , to
o powerful and good not to prevent such |able ; but have adduced nothing to prov

a catastrophe . Now granting a God with al
l

the really so . What are your reasons ?

attributes claimed , does it necessarily follow that it ! Well , I believe thatman existed in a state of bliss ,

were inconsistent with those attributes to permit from which he fell by his own willſulness or disobe

man to fall ? In other words , is it inconsistent with dience to a lower state , and that he is now cursed by

the penalties of that disobedience , - first , because the
the attributes of Deity to grant man freedom of ac fact is testified to both by ancient and modern
tion — to give him the power of choice as to the revelation ; and secondly , because it accords with
course he will pursue ? Is that parent (whetherlmy own feelings , or consciousness , to a certain ex
human or divine ) either unwise or ungood to grant tent . I have ever felt within me the warring of two
some liberty of action to hi

s

children ? Were it seemingly diverse natures ; and one of the strongest

best that Paradise be surrounded by a Chinese evidences which appeals to my mind of the ante
wall , and its inhabitants hampered with a chain and mundane origin of man , is the antagonisms existing
ball , lest they should some time wish to escape ? in my own soul , and the impossibility of bringing my

Do we know to a certainty that it were better for life up to the standard of my desires . The differ

anybody thatGod should govern hi
s

children by a en
cence between what I am , and what I would be - be

continual outlay of restraining power ? Even tween myactual andmy ideal life , is so great that I

ca
n

hardly account fo
r

it ,except by supposing a state
though the difference between hi

s

wisdom and theirs | of prior perfection , which the soul intuitively feels
were heaven -wide - even though he knew al

l , and and compares with its present achievements . In
they nothing , of the suffering which would follow , lternaould follow , ternal consciousness and external revelation , or the
may it not be possible that it were still better that testimony of those who proſess to have lived long
they should learn from their own experience the enough to know the fact , given at different periods
bitter fruit of the tree of evil ? There have been of the earth ' s history , then form the only evidence

many very smart things said about bungling ex - which I can bring in favor ofmy belief . The first

perimenters , & c . , in this connection , and I have kind of evidence is not in the nature of the case trans

doubtless dong my share in the saying ; but is it ferable ,and the second will not appeal to others with

sound reasoning after al
l

?

onsoning after al
l

? The bichost distote of the force with which it does to me .

The highest dietate of the
love and wisdom would no

t

require that they bel . What then is the use of telling your convictions ,

held from retrograde movements , unless , indeed , when
you cannot furnish the evidence on which they

the consequences of the movement should proveW el
l , to define my position ; to testify to what I

are based ?

beyond remedy ; and I must confess that I cannot believe to be the truth ; and to enquire whether you ,

see how that amount of freedom of action could be my radical reader , might rot do well to reconsider
reconciled with the attributes of a perfect Deity . the soundness of some of your positions , as I have

A father might in the highest regard to the weal mine . I think it the first duty of an individual who

of a child , permit him to learn the properties of has changed his views on a vital point - vital not

fire by putting his finger into a candle , but he

only to himself but to all the race , to announce the

would not allow him to throw himself into a caul
fact of the change ; to say to his friends , I do not

dron of scalding water ,even if he had to restrain his
think as I once di

d . The reasonings by which I

freedom to prevent it . came to the conclusions I di
d , are not now satisfac
Individual freedom , within tory to me . After anaouncing the fact of the change ,

certain limits , is perfectly consistent with the high - the next duty would seem to be to give as fa
r

as be

est attributes of the giver ; and as the liability to could the reasons for it . This , in a general way , I

er
r

is one of the concomitants of freedom , it follows /have attempted to do ; though , as I have said ,much



of the evidence which was convincing to me was of | A fact , troublesome though it may be, is not to be
such a nature, both in its spirituality and its men - se

t

aside as not , because in your opinion it ought
tality , as not to be transferable to others . not to be . A fact is never out of place . Theories ,

Do you still ask , why then announce what you suppositions , may be out of place - may be erro
cannot give a reason for ? I say again , it is the duty neous ; but facts are never sophistical , never absurd .

of every human being to exert bis influence on Dr . Bellows , in his great discourse entitled “ The

what he believes to be the side of truth and right - / Suspense of Faith , " speaks of the phenomenon of the

cousness . A man is not responsible fo
r

not testify - /whole Christian world holding fast to its faith in

ing to the absolute truth , only so far as he has knowl - religion , in the face of all the encroachments of

edge of that truth ; but he is responsible for the science and the peltings of skepticism , as a sublime
disposition he evinces to be faithful to his own con - spectacle . We may differ with him as to the sub

ception of the truth and the right . And in my own limity of the thing , but we cannot differ as to the

case , if and in so far as I was honest and conscien - / fact ; and that fact is a thing to be accounted for .

tious in my opposition to the statements and doc - ! Religion may be a very foolish thing , and yet the

trides of the Bible , believing them to be at war with great fact remains that man is and has been in all
human weal , and that consequently I was under a ages a religious being ; and would it not be as rea

moral obligation to speak outmy thought in denun - sonable for the skeptic , one who is not a subject of

ciation of them . - - to at least an equal extent am I the superstitious influence , to suppose that there

morally bound to announce the change , when I be may be a good cause for it , even though the scalpel

come convinced that they are not opposed to human of science or the crucible of logic fail to reveal it , as

well -being , but that on the contrary humanity is to assume that it is all folly and delusion ? And

absolutely dependent on the acceptance of those does not the latter supposition involve somewhat of

principles for its salvation here and hereafter . If it absurdity , or inconsistency and incongruity in the

were manly to avow - nay , if it were base and cow - management of things , as well as the theories con

ardly not to avow ,my disbelief in the Bible when I troverted ? If man as a whole is persistently de

believed it a stumbling -block in the path of hunian voted to humbugs , believing in ghosts , witches
progress and an incubus upon the souls of men , it spirits , and an immortal existence in the next world
were at least as base , as cowardly , as mercenary in when there is in reality neither ghost , spirit , angel ,

me not to arow my faith when I believe that the nor a future life ; if man everywhere is disposed to

destiny of the world hangs upon the acceptance of revere and offer prayer to one or more Gods , when

truths therein contained . there is in fact no God in existence , - - is it not as

Do you still say a change of faith amounts to inuch of a blunder on the part of Nature in inaking

notbing with a reasoning man unless accompanied him so , as it is on the part of God to create him and

with the reasons fo
r

the change ? Not so ,my friend . then let him fall into retrograde positions ? Is not

The simple circumstance of change is itself a new Nature as imperfect in Rationalism as God is in

phenomenon , coming within the province of Reason . Theology ?

It is another circumstance , an added fact , and a fact ! I repeat that no fact is upreasonable , and though

is a great thing in the domain of Reason , and one a faith appear unreasonable , the fact remains the
which it cannot ignore . If I do nothing more than same . An upreasonable faith is a thing to be rea
simply change my note , and say to you , I , who once soned upon ; and until we do reason upon it , and
denounced the Bible , now commend it to your earn - explain how it is unreasonable , how are we to know
est consideration ; I , who once disbelieved or doubted that it is unreasonable . “ No man , ” says Martineau ,

that such a person as Jesus of Nazareth ever lived , "has a right to say another is ignorant , til
l

he under
now have full confidence that he not only did live stands his ignorance . " Do my friends who depre
but does live - I present you with a new fact ; and cate my ignorance understand that ignorance ? .

though I do not present the cause , the reason not , then how do they know but that my error in

for the fact , it is a fact nevertheless , and though I truth ? Of course no man will change his views
give not the cause , your reason tells you it must simply because another has . That were not reason
have a cause , and one which is sufficient to produce able . What I contend for is that it is not upreason
the effect . There is somo cause for every effect . able or improbable to suppose that a man may have
When an individual gets up before a public audience good grounds for changing hi

s opinions , though they
and says , “ I desire to testify to the truth of Chris . may not all of them appear .

tianity ; I know that my Redeemer liveth , " and sits But no summing up of probabilities can establish

down , adducing no argument but the unsummoned the absurd — no amount of test 'mony can đemon .

out - flowing tears , Reason is then presented with an - strate the impossible , say you .

other fact - a fact which it may explain if it can , but Adınitted , the absurd is not possible . But it is

must not ignore . It may philosophize upon it - it cqually true that nothing which is possible isabsurd .

may get together all the probabilities , and plausibili . And you cannot know that a thing is ahsurd till you

ties , and possibilities it can bring to bear upon the can prove it impossible . Facts are not ridiculous

case , to account îo
r it , but it must not set it aside . No truth is absurd . And till you have the mean ;
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of knowing that a thing is untruo , you cannot demon - being to know , it follows that he must foreter re
strate and are illogical in assuming its absurdity . main in ignorance of them , unless he by somemeans
No proposition can be absurd , or can be known to be obtain access to some source of knowledge superior
such , whose correctness can neither be proved nor to his own . If he does not of his own knowledge
disproved . A thing which is in itself beyond the know , and cannot of that knowledge find out , he
human reach , cannot be called absurd ; and he who must ask somebody who docs know .

assumes to know what cannot be known , is no more And the question comes hoine here with an in

absurd than he who assumes to know that the thing tense importance , Is there such a source of knowl
assumed cannot be true . edye open to man ? I answer , Yes , I believe there
That which is contrary to reason cannot be true ; is ; and it is to a great degree in deference to testi .

but a thing is not necessarily unreasonable because mony of this kind that I have changed my views on

it is beyond Reason . That which Reason cannot this subject .

grasp , cannot be known to be unreasonable . Reason I believe in a future fo
r

man , because I have had
can render no verdict , for or against , for it has no ju - l comumunications purporting to come from those who
risdiction in the matter . And here , it seems to me , Ihave lived here in the form , of such a nature as to

has been one oj our greatmistakes . We have un establish in my mind the fact of their identity from
dertaken to judge by reason things which were en - my previous knowledge of the individuals . I be

tirely beyond the scope of reason . lieve , then , in the immortality , or to speak more
But understandme here . I do not discard Reason precisely , the continued existence of the soul , on the

as depraved . It is good as far as it goes - good any - testimony of those who have lived after death and
where where it has the proper data for action . But given evidence of the fact . My rcason never could

in regard to the questions of Deity , or the nature settle the point of such existence , but it assents to

and destiny of man ; his beginning or his end ; the my conclusions . It is not unreasonable to me , but
hox , the why , the what , the whence , the whither ; on the contrary is entirely reasonable , and eminently
his ultinate in either direction , or the relative posi - sensible . to take the testimony of those who know

tion that he now sustains in the scale of being , and more than I do on points which of myself I cannot
his relation to the Great Author of being ( i ? , indeed , know ,

it bave an author ) ; all these momentous , all -impor . And so on theological points ; the mission of Je
tant questions , are beyond the province of Reason to sus , & c . I have received the te -liniony of those

settle . They do not , they cannot , comewithin the who proſess to know facts that are beyond the per

scope of his knowledge . He cannot grasp them sonal knowledge of any now living . I accept tho

with his senses . He has no memory of the past , no testimony , not against , but in accordance with the
knowledge of the future . All his senses fail him on dictates of Reason . In this I refer not only to tha
these points , fo

r

he has no connection with them . ancient scriptures , containing the testimony of hi
s

He is bounded and limited . His knowledge is con - cotemporaries , but to more modern rerelations ,

fined to that which comes within the scope of his which in all ages , butmore especially in this , have
earthly vision . That vision comprehends only the been given to the world , from the spiritual and celes
present . It extends neither to the past , nor the fu - tial spheres . In those which have come under my
ture ; the cradle bounds it on the one hand , and the own obscrvation , I have noi of course established a
grave on the other . He knows nothing of himsell , personal identity from my previous knowledge of

nor the Universe of which he forms a part , except them ; but I have had enough to convince me of

what he can sce , hear , and handle . The Universe their wisdom and goodness , and for myself I have
stands out before him in all its majesty and beauty , established their identity (not as individuals , but as

a thing of wonderment , not of knowledge . Looking a class or school , so to speak , ) with those who com .

from the human stand -point , it is a maze of mystery municated thousands of years ago ; and having es

- - vast incomprehensible enigma . In vain he gazes ; tablished in my own mind the fact of the existence

in vain he reasons ; in vain he resorts to science . It of an over - ruling porrer , which lives from age to age
stands before himn from the cradle to the grave , an and morks out to a great extent the destinies of men ,

ever -evolving , ever - receding mystery . All he can togetherwith the fact of accompanying integrity and

do is to gaze and wonder . If he reason the whole wisdom , I am bound , as I think , as a reasoning as

round from hi
s

own knowledge , he is forced to come well as a religious being , to give considerable weight
back finally to a Godless Universe , and the grave as to their testimony . I believe that the same powers
his home - - the end ofall that is dear to him . There that revealed themselves to and in the prophets and

is where his observation , the analogy of Nature , and I apostles of olden times , are now at work on earth in

the inductions of science , lead him ; and the best fulfillment of scripture , carrying out a plan and fil
l

that a devotee of Reason can say , is , “ I don ' t know ing out a programme established perhaps before the
anything about it , but I know as much as any other foundations of the earth were laid . In the fulfill .

man ; " which is at least half true . ment of that plan , you and I , O human brothers ,

11 , then , man of himself cannot find out those have a direct interest . In the carrying out of that
things which he is most interested as a reflecting programme you have a part to play , and it is for you
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to say whether you perform it wisely and well , or would say unto you , Wait ; it is possible that there
poorly and imperfectly ; and on you will abide the are more things in heaven and earth than ar

e

consequences . dreamed of in your Harmonial Philosophy . Be pa

I am aware that by thus expressingmybelief in a tient , and do not dogmatize on that which is con
modern revelation coming from the same source as fessedly beyond your reach . If Bible miracles and
that given of old , I virtually place myself beyond Bible Christianity are based upon moral and spirit
the pale of fellowship from al

l

classes of society . ual law , as I believe they are , then that law exists

T 'he Materialist will ridicule the idea of any revela - to -day , and will some day become known as a mat .

tion at all , as a relic of barbarism , and proof of reli - ter of science . You do not pretend that you under
gious infancy or imbecility ; the Spiritualist will stand the whole scope of mind - force , or spiritual ,

scout such an orthodox revelation as absurd , and mesmeric law , so as to define its limits or compre
hold him who believes it as demented or insane ; hend the extent of its powers . There are modern

while the Christian will set it down to the agency of miracles , spiritual and mesmeric wonders , which are

the Devil , and feel a positive assurance that no good to yourselves a matter of every day observation ,

can come out of such a Nazareth . well - settled facts , which look as incredible perhaps

I have a word to offer to each of these classes and ridiculous to the skepucal world as the Bible

To the Materialist I will say : The question I miracles appear to you . May it not possibly provo

propose is one of fact , not of opinion of evidence in the end , that in the one case , as in the other , ig .

not of speculation ; and your business as a lover of noran
truth and a levotee of inductive science , is to abate

any rate , ire can lose nothing by a patient waiting ,

your theories till you first master the facts . Have and a modesty in keeping with our positive attain
ments , in this direction .you done this ? The Spiritualism of to -day is not a O

f

the Chuistian I will ask : Is the idea of revelamatter of ancient history , nor of second -hand narra lions additional to those given in the Bible either
tives only . It appeals to the observation and expeexpo - unreasonable in itself or contrary to anything in the
rience of the present generation . it is based upon Bible ? Is not the whole Christian worlu Tooking
facts and phenomena which come home to the senses for a coming millenium - a time when " all shall

of all who choose to use them . All who will take know the Lord , from the least to the grea :est " ?

the pains to investigate ,may have an opportunity to And if this is to be , how are they to know him ?

test their theories by facts . Have you done this ?
. By what process is the Spirit of the Lord to ie poured

out upon all tlesh ? Is it not likely to be by the

If you have - if you have made yourself acquainted same law or means by which it iras done in Bible
with the basic facts , thie fundamental phenomena of times ? Is it not true that there has been quite an

Spiritualism in all its varying phases , then your outpouring of some kind of spirit from some quarter ,

opinion is entitled to someweight in the matter . Il in these United States ,during the past ten or twelve
you have not done this , then you are not qualified to vcars , under the general term of Spuitnali . n ? And

if you do not acquaint yourself with this phenoinena ,
render an intelligent answer ; and while you may how are you to know but that the claim which is
dogmatize crer so extensively on what you don ' t made in its Leball . is just ; namely , that it bears the
know , it isn ' t well to venture far in the way of posi - distinguishing marks and characteristics of the Spir .

tive aflirmation . itualism of the apostolic days - -more of these thar

To the Rational Spiritualist , who shakes hi
s

head
are to be seen in the popular Ciristian churches
Bear in orind , if you please , that God ' s chosen pero

at big names , and rests in the assumption that as ple of old were so wedded to their ancient revela
spirits differ among themselves , therefore one story tions , that when the new ligit came they shut their

is as good as another , I will remark : So do men eyes to it , though it was predicted in the very reve

differ ; and yet truth is ever one and the same . And lations they worshipped . Consequently they re
jected the pivotal fact , the corner stone , the versas some men know much more on some points than soul of both dispensations , and are to this day look .

other men , so som ? spirits may know more than ing for that Messiah who made his appearance anu
others . I would judge of the statements of a spirit was accepted by the Gentile world two thousanri

as I would judge of those of a man , and place confi - / years ago . Are you certain , O my Christian friena ,

dence in either in proportion as they had proved that you are better prepared to understand and ac

cept the second coming than the Jewswere the first ?

themselves worthy of it . Do you douht that JesusJesus Do you really believe that the Lord of Heaven is at

and the prophets ever lived ? So did I . But this , I some time to appear on this earth to cather in his
too , is a matter of testimony ; and that which with a elcct ,and set up his everlasting kingilom ? And if he
given amount of evidence appears unreasonable , in should do so , are you sure that you would be willing

the light of additional data becomes entirely accept to accept him in his own way , or would you like the
Jews find fault with his method of appearing ? Do

able . Great names are not in themselves a proof of you really love God and his truth better than the
either fraud or folly ; and though my communicators desires of your own beart , friends , power , popularity ,

have been generally nameless , I nevertheless do be - and your own preconceived opinions ? If you do not
lieve that the Bible personages have a veritable ex . I love truth better than any and ali of these - better

istenco . And till the same testimony comes to you for the fate of your soul : and my parting exhorta
than all things else , then you have reason to tremble

that has come to me , I don ' t see how you can tell tion to you is Orient thyself ! as you value your
whether I am wise or foolish in so believing . Ilown soul , examine your hopes for eternity !
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THE NEW REPUBLIC . toleration towards those who differ from them in
opinion . Some social and marriage reformers of the

CLEVELAND , OHIO , JUNE 14, 1862 . present day are in favor of social and affectional
THE NEW REPUBLIC is published weekly , at one dollar freedom , provided their ideas of propriety and purity

a year ; six months , fifty conts ; single copios (post paid ) are observed . What we demand for humanity is
three cents. the right to judge for themselves as to what is best
For sale at No. 288 Superior Street . fo

r

them to do , independent of all arbitrary interfe
Remittances should bo made in bills of Ohio , Eastern ,

Indiana State , or Detroit banks , Treasury notes , coin or rence whatever .

+lamps . Address , What I mean by freedom is exemption from out
NEW REPUBLIC ,

side interference . There is no such thing as exemp
CLEVELAND ,Obio .

tion from the operation of the laws of our own being .

These laws are a part of us , and when we violate
Freedom . them , in other words , when we violate ourselves ,

The great need of humanity , the great right of there is no atorement except in suffering fo
r

such
humanity , now , is freedom - physical freedom ,men violation . There is no freedom to do wrong without
tal freedom , spiritual freedom ; political freedom , re - suffering for that wrong . We acknowledge the au .

ligious freedom , social freedom , affectional freedom ; thority of the laws of our being , and are willing to

and if there is any other kind of freedom , humanity accept the consequences when we violate them ; but

needs that , has a right to that . we deny to any authority under heaven , aside from

But freedom is not understood . The mass of peo - our own judgment and conscience , the right to dic
ple regard freedom as little else than unlimited li - tate what we shall do , or what we shall not do , so

cense and lawless riot . Political , ecclesiastical and long as we do not interfere with the freedom of oth
social tyrants and bigots have ever denounced free - ers . How is it that men have not a right to judge

dom as a promoter of anarchy , and lust , and lawless for themselves what is right , and yet are considered
violence ; and the inass of the people have ever feared perfectly competent to judge for other people ?

that if universal freedom were granted , men would Would it not seem to be the more consistent , sensi
trample upon the rights , and disturb the peace of bl

e

and economical plan fo
r

every man to look after
individuals and society . This simply shows that hi

s

own conduet ,mind hi
s

own business , and leave

the principle is not understood . Begging the world ' s his neighbors to mind theirs ? It has been said that
pardon , th

e

world doesn ' t know what fieedom is . ( people sometimes get rich by minding their own
Freedom does not imply the privilege of trespass business ; certain it is that he secures the most spir .

ing upon rights . To do whatever we please , pro - itual riches , who spends the greater part of his time
vided we do not infringe upon any right of any other in attending to his own affairs , looking after his own
being , constitutes the sum of human rights . Free - conduct , and in efforts to build up fo

r
bimself a

dom and rights are therefore one and the same manly , worthíul character . It is time that people
thing ; one includes the other . Rights include had learned that they are only responsible fo

r

their
freedom ,are freedom , and freedom cannot clash with own acts . I believe it is generally admitted that
rights . The freedom of one is the freedom of all . we are in more danger of being dainned for our own
The moment I trespass in the least degree upon any sins than for the sins of our neighbors . Would it
right of any being , that moment I violate the prin - not be better to act more in accordance with this

ciple of freedom . When we speak of freedom , there - idca ? But mankind have always been even ludi
fore , it is always implied , as a part of that freedom , crously intent on the salvation of their neighbors .

that there is to be no infringement of the rights or So anxious have they been for their salvation , that
freedom of others . they liave even been willing to force them to do

Freedom has been defined to be the " right to do right ; not to be true to their own consciences , how .

right ; " but freedom , to mean anything ,must be un ever , but to do what their neighbors approved !

derstood to mean the right to do what we please , However commendable the spirit of those who are
always according to others the same right . I must so anxious that their neighbors should go to heaven

bemy own judge of what I will do , or my freedom that they attempt to drive them there , it must be

amounts to nothing . It is one thing to violate the admitted that their efforts are more philanthropic
rights of others , and quite another to go contrary to than wise . People cannot be driven into goodness .

their ideas of propriety , goodness , or purity . Bigots There is no merit in any act that is not prompted by

and tyrants in all ages have conceded to mankind an inner desire to do right . The only possible way
the " right to do right , " but have always claimed the to make people better , and really improve their con
right to decide what was right . The Pope of Rome duct , is by improving their character ; by throwing

is in favor of freedom to do what he approves . The around them the right influences , calling out the
Massachusetts Presbyterians conceded to Roger innate desire that exists in every human heart , fo

r

Willianıs freedom - to be a Presbyterian . Protest - the good , the pure , and the beautiful ; thus making
antism is based upon the rights of individual con - them good ; knowing that a pure fountain , no mat
science ; yet Protestants , as a rule , show very little ' ter how freely it flows , cannot send forth muddy
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water; that a good trce cannot bring forth corrupt is certain - either man is not a progressive being ,or,
fruit ; and that it is impossible to make thorns and the institutions of any age are not necessarily adapt
thistles produce figs and grapes by any forceful ed to succeeding ages . One of two things wemust
ineans . The stream cannot rise higher than its do - either ignore and deny the principle of progress ,

source . The conduct of men can never be better or , cease to contend for the infallibility of institutions .

than their character . If the fountain sends forth Literary Notices .inuddy water , the fountain must be purified ; it will

do no good to dam up the stream ; fo
r

its waters THE INVESTIGATOR . – We copy from the columns
will either force away the obstruction and flow on in of this able and fearless Journal , an exceedingly ap

their natural channel , or overflow its banks , and preciative notice of the New REPUBLIC , for which its

spread impurity over what otherwise bad been usc - conductors have our hearty thanks .

ful and beautiful . its criticism , to onewho has always regarded Jesus

Institutions . Christ as a literal personage , and a heroic and self
sacrificing advocate of the sublimest and most saving

People have great reverence fo
r

institutions ; more truths ; and who is , at the same time , never shocked

reverence fo
r

institutions than for humanity ; or jus . I by the expression of any honest sentiment , however

tice ; or human rights ; or human happiness . I con - differing from his own , is quite amusing . The idea

fess that fo
r

one , I have no especial reverence fo
r that the only fault to be found with the New Re

institutions . Everything is to be reverenced , ap . | PUBLIC is its endorsement of Jesus Christ , is , in the .

preciated , according to its character . in proportion light of commonly accepted ideas , enough to call a

to its worth , as a promoter of human happiness and smile to the face of even a care -worn Editor !

human good . Everything is good in its place . I ! We cannot help liking the Investigator for its

reverence the clothes that I wore when I was a honest boldness , and ability , but we must express

child ; but I should protest against being compelled the opinion that it is a little behind the NEW RE

to wear tbose clothes now , that I have outgrown PUBLIC in not being a Christian journal . Now we do

them . It would be no more absurd to attempt to not know that there was ever such a man as Jesus ,

compel the man to wear his childhood ' s clothes , nor , as we elsewhere say , do we think it a vital

than to compel the people of the present or a future point to decide ; nor , admitting his existence , do we
age , to adopt , and live by , the institutions of a bar - | know that he was a good man , but are inclined , from

barous age , that have been handed down to us . what to us seemsevidence , to decide both questions

The institutions , and systems , and customs , that in the affirmative . Whether Jesus actually lived or

were adopted in the comparative infancy of the race , not , does not greatly matter ; the all - saving punci

were , doubtless , the very best , that that condition of ples he is supposed by some to have advocated , aro
development could devise ; but they are not , never - eternal , and have been embodied in the lives of thou

theless , adapted to man ' s nature , and ideas . and sands of the noble and the loving of earth . Thou

needs , in hi
s present condition of unfoldment . In sands of brave men and women have lived and died

for humanity , and through such living and death
stitutions ar

e stationary , while man is progressive ; have nothis progressive ; have not only exerted a saving influence on those
hence the ever recurring need that institutions be around them , but have themselves thus risen into a

inodified or abolished . But I would have no insti - glorious Individuality , not otherwise attained ; it is

tution abolished arbitrarily ; except so far as it in - of comparatively little account whether one called

volved a direct and flagrant outrage upon human
Jesus was among them .

While the Investigator is too negative and des .

rights . But I would demand a recognition of the tructive to meet our highest ideal , yet many of our
eternal fact of human progress ; and I would demaud readers who regard us as too pious , would like it all
for humanity the right to outgrow existing institu the better for that . We hope always to sustain the

most friendly relations to all such journals . See
tions , and to adopt others more in accordance with Prospectus .present ideas and needs . THE HERALD O

F

PROGRESS . - It is with pleasure
And herein is the contest between Radicalism and that we place in our columns the Prospectus of this

Conservatism . Radicalisin asserts the principle of journal ; the best and ablest of its class . This we
human progress , and demands for humanity the can honestly say , and yet leave room for hearty and

right to act accordingly — the right to change and honest praise of other journals . In point of ability
some of its Editors stand in the first rank . Themodify their customs and practices , in accordance Herald of Progress has one rare merit - it is not de

with the changes in character , and need , and aspi - voted to any one idea . We pray it ipay have a long
ration , which this progress implies ; while , on the life and multiplied usefulness .

other hand , Conservatism asserts the essential va - THE HARBINGER O
F HEALTH . - We have before rc

lidity , and legitimacy , and permanency , and finality ferred to this able work . No family should be with

of existing institutions , no matter in what ignorant |n out it . See advertisement .

THE PROGRESSIVE ANNUAL . — This excellent little

or infantile ages of the world they were established , work is filled with choice selections , showing the
and discourages , and frowns upon , and even , where most discriminating taste , and contains a great

it has the power , punishes , all attempts to ignore or variety of information interesting to Reformers . It

to modify what is established . One of two things ' is well worth its price . See advertisement .
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A Reform Paper . rights or privileges ; but let all be equal beloro the
law and the State , not because they " follow " this

" Tar New REPUBLIO " is the name of a periodical or that roligion , but simply because they are human
or magazine which has lately been commenced at beings. This is in accordance with the inorality of
Cleveland , Ohio .) It is quite a neat looking publi - Reason and Nature , which is superior to that taught
cation , typographically , and being printed in sixteen by the man of Nazareth ; and as we want the "NEW
large octavo pages, is in a convenient shape for bind - REPUBLIQ " to have the best ,wesuggest this improve
ing . It is cheap , too - $ 1 a year - too cheap , woment .
fear , to be long lived . Yet we wish it might be But even if our advice should not be taken , me
successful, for its object is a good one - namely , shall still hope that our Cleveland friend may be suc

“ To combine an earnest and energetic radicalism cessful in his very laudable attempt to establish a

with a wise conservatism . It will advocate all rp - paper on the basis of free thought and free speech ,

tional reforms , and seek to promote a greater unity | This principle alway ' s deserves success , and we res

of feeling , and concert of action , and comprehensive | pect the man who has themoral courage to labor inness of view , among all classes of reformers . It will Pec
take sides with no party , and will never be involved its behalf . - [ Boston Investigator .

in personal or party quarrels , of any kind , or in any
degree . So far as it acknowledges and follows lead . WhatWeWant and What WeDon ' t Want .

ership , Jesus Christ will be its standard in morals ,

and Thom is Jefferson in politics . It will advocate Wewant working men and women ; those who

a reconstruction in our Government so fa
r

as to al
low of a settlement of the Slavery question in such when they have discovered a principle to be right

a muner as nut to involve the sacrifice of justice , will put it in practice ; who are not ashamed to walk

free .lom , buman rights , a sound policy and the Na . in the right path although oblgid to stop and clear
tion ' s Si

t
'ety , on the one hand , or unconstitutional away the rubbish . We do not want the med , or

and despotic methoils on the other . It will advocate

a radical revolution in politics and rovernmental ad . Iwoin 1 ) , who stand by with folded arins , waiting

ministration , so fa
r as there has been a departure for some back to bear the burden , but ready to

from the Jeffersoniau Platform , and systematic and wartake of the benefits which may be the result .persistent violation of the fundamental principles

of the Governinent . It will be an especial advocate We do not want friends swarming around us when

of simplicity and economy in Government , and at the sun shines , wiro will leave us as soon as the
tempt to demonstrate the correctness of the doctrine toron comes . We want inen and women stamped
that 'that government is best that governs least . '

It will arivocate a uniform and national system of with the image of God , who are not ashamed of

currency , a uniform and humane system of prison the impress . We want the man who is able to

discipline , uniform marriage and divorce laws , a new make any labor respectable ; vhoze ungloved hands
and improved system of representation , il nd present
sigrestive ideas on the subject of schools , internal Snow that he is not ashamed of his callshow that he is not ashamed of hi

s calling . We
inprovements , post -oli : regulations , & c . It will want the woman who dar - step out of the paths

also give ile thoughts of the ablost writers on An - of fashion and untrammel lor limbs , knowing that
thropological and Physiological science . It will not
aim to be a news paper , but will note and comment * *mient ! b9 will be seotted at and scorned fo

r

so doing .

apon , the World ' s progress , and the leading events There are thousands of lises led upon the altar of

of the times . ” Ha -lion , that are capable of being moulded into

This is an excellent platforin , with the exception som ' thing beautiful and useful . Fashion has left

of th
e

reference to “ Jesus Christ . " Not that we isolate bicarthstones , and placed the canker worm
oppose anything he taught which was inorally good , in the heart of thousands of her votaries . The
but the truth is Jesus was a religionist , who provided soul ' s larmest affections are chilled by contact with
salvation only for those who believed as he did , and her We want men and women who are able to

he made his morals square with his religion . “ I live above the la
w ; whose souls worship at Nature ' s

pray not fo
r

the world , ” said ho , " but for those my
shrine . C . d . Stowe .

disciples . ” And again he says , “ I am not sent save
unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel . " Now In

d pendence , lowa , May 31 , ' 62 .

we respectfully submit to our Cleveland friend that

A Criticism .

the morality based upon this religion , (and of course
che former is subsidiary to , or shaped by , the latier , ) Mr . Editor : - I have read with a good deal of

is not at all appropriate for a Reform journal which interest , cacli No . of the New RerubLIC . Much
professes to mainiain equal rights and privileges . lof it I can endorse , and , as is natural , some of it I

Neither is it consistent with " the politics of Thomas
Jefferson ' — that great American apostle ofuniversal cannot . Included in the latter , is the Editorial ar

mental liberty . Neither is it desirable in a new re ticle headed “ The Result , " in th
e Republic ofMay 24 .

public . If we are to have a new one , let there be I would not be considered as fault - finding , but

in it no slavery of the mind any more than of the I wish , in myway , to say a few words in regard to

body . Let no followers of " Jesus Christ , ” nor of the gloomy picture therein portrayed .

any other religionist , be entitled to any exclusive : Your remarks upon Mr . Overton ' s gloomy letter
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to the New York Reformi Cunfcronce, scemed to be ; humanity are involved , bloodshed must be the re
eminently just and pertinent. Let me quote : “ We sult ; fo

r

biost respect 'ully protest agaiust th
e

depreciating “ Ever the Right comes upperinost ,

spirit Mr . Overtou exhibits . In looking back over And ever is Justice done ! "

the history of the Planet , and viewing the progress It seems to me , Mr . Editor , that the gloomy pi
c

that has been made , and calculating the future by ture you present your readers , cannot be the logical
the past , there would seem to be occasion for rever - deduction from the lessons of the past , or the signs

ent gladness and joyous hopefulness , rather than of the times of the present .

dissatisfaction . " And might you not have added , Your picture of blood and horror is very clearly

or of fearful foreboding of the future - - that men set forth , but the course to pursue to avert this
andwom ? n mut "wandle throngh blood and horror . ” ( threatening doom and destruction , is not so clear .

While there are in the North , great and crying You say “ th
e

entire ignoring of party spirit , and
wrongs being perpetrated by the strong and wealthy la cultivation of a fraternal feeling , alone can save
on the weak and poor , and fashion raises its hy - us . " This is ali very plain , and I beartily endorse

ora head , and clutches in its fangs its million victions , it as being al
l

potent to prevent all the evils that
antiutemperance and licentiousness , like the Simoon threaten our beautiful North . But the following
sweep o ' er the land , yet I can read nothing in the is not so clear : “ Weak and fanatical as it may ap

history of the past , or se
e

in the signs of the times ” | pear to the worldly wise , Christ , through the spirit
of the present , to give rise to such ſcarful fore - he shall infuse into the brarts of such as embrace
bodings . his salvation , shall yet save our beloveel Nation from

The people of th
e

North ar
e preeminently a law the destruction to which it will , ere long , seem

and ordar abiding peoplº , and a3 true republicans hopelessly dvomeil . "

have ever submitted to the voic ? of the majority . 1 I may be one of the " worldly wise " and unalla
There is not a single question , excepting that of to se

e

just bow Christ is going to save this doomed
Starry , that has been agitated in this Nation , at land ,but you say he will do it , and I may be parlat that th

e

North have ben immediately inter dened if I ask an explanation of how it is to be

ested in , but what has resulteil ,without bloodshed , done .

in a gaiil of something on the side of justice and It seeing that he will do it “ through the spirit he

huinanity shall infuse into the hearts of such as embrace hi
s

All the cicat P orins that now avitate the salvation . " What his salvation is you fail to to
ll .

North ' rnmind , are yra lually andpeas fully , through 13 it thelluan vefull through Is it the salvation advocated by the l 'resbyterian ,
the ballot box , irinphing over every obstacle that Baytool that Baptist , Universalixt , or Mormon ? Which of th

u

imp - d ' s their progress . numerous ways of salvation is Christ ' s ? and who

Look at the various Reforms . Land Reform , are those who (mkrace hi
s

salvatien ? In what

Prison Reform , Social Reformp , Dreas Reform , R manner does he infuse liis spirit ? and how can we

form in medicinc ,morals end religion , and see what o
f tell whether it is the spirit of Christ or Satan that

is being infused ! It is a question ye
t

whether eirapid strides they have made in the last twenty -five
ther ever had a real exist ines . If they bave , andyears .

Christ be God , as those who believe in him say , Ss
Upon what ground , Mr . Editor , you predicate

tau is the better person of the two .

the thought , that as soon as this context of blood
with the South is ended , it will be removed to the It seems to be the merest twaddle to talk about

North , I cannot perceive . the salvation of this country bring dependent upon
the will or caprice of Christ or " any other man . "

It seems to me that there need be , can be , no I venture to say that should al
l

who ka lieve in

bloodshed , when al
l

questions are so freely discuss
Christ and a way of salvation through hi

m , preach

ed and agitated .

what he preached and practiced , as rccorded in theI believe that had the question of Negro Slavery New Testament , it would inaugurate a condition of

been freely agitated in the States where it exists , it things in this land fa
r

worse than that foreshadowed
would ere this have been in the way of peacefull in the article under review .

extinction . This criticism and these questions may seem im

I think it may be la
id

down as a rule , that where pertinent , but I make them because , first , I do not
all questions of difference , and of reform , can be believe the calamity you foreshadow can possibly

discussed and agitated in a spirit of toleration , a occur to this country , and second , if it does as you
peaceful solution will be the result . But where di

s - say , in what sense do you wish to be understod that
cussion is suppressed , and questions of justice and Christ is to save it ? In the sense that the Church
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bilieve Christ is to save th
e

world ? or in that - en North less guilty in the matter than the South !

lightened sense , that Christ , or the good of al
l

ages If not , is it to be expected that she will fail to re .

shull inspire in : n aalwinn to be more loving ceive her share of the reward ? I think not .

and claritable anl fraternal towards eachother ? But the great query iu the mind of our corres

If the la
tt : r why clothe : your thought in language pondent is , in case matters are iu
s

ba
d

as muy be ,

that ca
n

have none other than a double meaning ? how Christ is going to help them . The question
Yours truly , A . C . STOWE . was answered in the article referred to , namely ,

Independence , Iowa , May 29 , ' 62 . “ Through the spirit be shall infuse into the hearts
REMARKS . of such as embrace bi

s

salvation ; " or in other words

I am not disposed to discuss the leading question are susceptible to hi
s

influence ; or in th
e language

involved in my friend ' s criticism . I only hope that of our correspondent , by “ inspiring men and women

he is right and that I ai
n wrong . Nothing would to be more loving and charitable anil fraternal to

make me happier than to be disappointed , and wards each other . ”

proved a false prophet . Our friend bas however A rational construction should be put upon lan
fallen into the too common error of over -stating guage when it will admit of it ; and in the absence
the propositions he attempts to refute . The ar - of any reason for giving it an irrational one .

it ' ck
e

in question contain : little more in the way of It does seem a little remarkable that a teacher
pridliction ,than expressions of fear of certain results , of Spiritualism , who of course must make cousid
not so much of positive assertion as the foregoing erable account of spiritual impressions , should be

strictures would seem to imply . I would not wish querying how to distinguish between Christ and

to paint gloomy pictures . I believe in a glorious Satan ! But if we are iuspired to be more loving

future for our Nation and the race . This terrible and charitable and fraternal , " it will , I think , be

ord al is but the initiation of higher and better safe to c include that they emanate from some good

conditions . The conteinplation of whatever may source . It is a pretty good rule to judge of the

bu
y

necesary to the destruction of th
e

ol
d

and the source by the emanations — of the tree by its fruits .

establishment of the new , should juspire courage ! I do not hold that the salvation of the Courtry

and hope instead of gloom . The case of Mr . Over - or the World , depends upon any individual ; nor
toll is not , arallei , for the reason that he seemed / do I consider the question of the existence of Christ

to soe in the present state of things no especial a vitally important one - - Salvation depends up in

inlication of a brighter and better future . the practical acceptance of eternal principles — but
The very worst that could have been predicted it is my opinion that such a person as Jesus did

is already a matter of fact , so fa
r

as half of the live , that he was eminently good , and exerted a con

Stat s are concerned . And to thousands of North - manding influence on those around him . I also

ern bearts are not the realities of the hospital and Lelieve that those who bave lived on earth , and
battle - field now coming home ? Are we sure that Ipassed into another state of existence , still feel an

t ' ie land will not yet be filled with mourning interest in mun .lane affairs , and exert a modifying

for lost husbanda , fathers , sups and brothers ? Do not to say controlling influence over the affairs of

we know but that crafty , heartless monarch , Louis mortals . The statement that the adoption of

Napoleon , with direst evil in his heart , may plot Christ ' s theories and practices , would result in an

with jealous , revengeful England for our overthrow ? archy and bloodshed , is , it seems to me , rather ex

Is it certain that the complication of affairs such an travagant . That the New Testament account is

cvent would involve , would not result in a state of imperfect , and even contradictory ,must be admitted ,

things , to us somewhat serious ? It is not wise on but weight of testimony seems to be in favor of Lis
the one hand , to be discouraged liy any prospect , remuat . remarkable manhood , bravery an

d

devotion to prin

or on the other to blind our eyes to what unpleas - ciple . Esteem , reverence , confidence , are due to

ant events may transpire , aud which should if pos - the good , and true ,and brave , everywhere , io w but

silile be guarded against . ever sphere ; and their lives are prolific of salvation ,

Our friend says that Slavery is th
e

only question but on the Eternal Laws bang al
l

destinies .

that has been agitated that has resulted in blood - 1 . New Series by Prof . Powell .

shed . This is true . But the agitation of this question

has resulted in bloodshed ; and the question is not ! From the numerous expressions of interest in

by any means settled yet . Is it supposed that the
Dr . Powell ' s articles , that have come from our
readers , w

e judge that they will be pleased to learncalamity tbat has befallen our country , is a mere ac - that we are to commence , next week , a series of ar

cident , or is it the natural result of a long continued ticles from his pen , on " The Protection of Society
course of injustice and outrage ? And is the from Crime . " A good time to ge

t

up clubs .
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PROSPECTUS ablest writers on Anthropological and Physiological sci
ence.

OF TIE Itwill notaim to be a nows -paper, but will note and
comment upon, the World 's progress, and the leading

NEW REPUBLIC . events of the timnos.
TERMS : At the rate of one dollar a year fo

r

any length

1 of time . Addross ,

At a time so momentous as the present , there is an imper NEW REPUBLIC ,

ative demand for the exercise of all the wisdom , heroism , Cleveland , O .

self -sacrifice , charity , and the forgetting of all past differ
ences , and the sinking of all worldly ambition , in onesub Reform Journals .

lime , prayerful , determined , brotherly effort to save onr be
loved country from the terrible ruin that more than threat We propose , as a token of fraternal appreciation ,

ens to swallow up our liberties , prosperity , peacc . How to and fo
r

the convenience of our readers , to keepconquer the rebels , is not all of the great problem that
must be settled before there is any certainty that we ,as a standing in our columns , for a few weeks , the fol
Nation , have anything in the future to hope for . lowing list (which may be enlarged from time to

The New REPUBLIC has two leading and distinctive ob - time ) of Reform Journals .

jects : First , by humblo and modest , but earnest and thor BANNER O
F Light .

ough effort , to promote , to the fullest extent of its ability , A larre weekly journal , devoted to Spiritualism
that fraternity of feeling among all parties and classes of

and Reform literature . - Luther Colby Editor . Twosociety , on which our salvation so vitally depends . Sec
ond , to discuss , in a free , untrammeled manner , but in no dollars a year . Address , Banner of Light , Boston ,

partizan , dogmatical or dictatorial spirit , all of those fun Mass .

damental and practical questions and principles of Govern LIBERATOR .

ment and human rights which the adjustment of our N
a
- A leading Garrisonian journal - free for the dis

tional politics will involve . cussion of all subjects . - Wm . Lloyd Garrison , ·

Society is divided into three distinct and leading classes . Editor . Two dollars and fifty cents a year . 221
The Radical Reformer , tbe Liberal Conservative , and the Washington St Boston VaseWashington St . , Boston , Mass .opponent of Progress . The tendencies of the times are
toward a union of the first two classes . No radical reform INVESTIGATOR .

or idea has been advocated , but has embodied an impor - Infidel journal . - Horace Seaver , Editor . Two
tant , though possibly mixed and partial truth . The agita
tion of single reforms , has been useful mainly in th

e

way dollars a year . 103 Court St . , Boston , Mass .

of preparing the public mind for a comprehensive under PINE AND PALM .
standing and thorough adjustment of , the great political Anti - Slavery . - James Redpath . Editor . Two
and social questions that lie at the basis of our Nationaladollars a year . Address , Boston ,Mass .bappiness and well -being . The law of extremes and equi
librium is a universal law . Extremisms in reform have ANTI - SLAVERY STANDARD .

been necessary to balance the opposite extreme of station National Organ of the Garrisonian Abolitionists .
ary conservatism . The illustration has been that of ex - Two dollars a year . No . 48 Beekman St . , New York .
tremes ; the tendency now is toward equilibrium . HERALD O

F

PROGRESS .

The aim of the New REPUBLIC will be to combine an Devoted to the Harmonial Philosopby , and gene
earnest and energetic radicalism with a wise conservatism . ral Reform . - Andrew Jackson Davis , Editor . TwoIt will advocate all rational reforms , and seck to promote a

greater unity of feeling , and concert of action , and com - / "dollars a year . 274 Canal St . , New York .

prehensiveness of view , among all classes of reformers . THE PRINCIPIA .

It will take sides with no party , and will never be involved A religious Anti -Slavery journal . William Good

in personal or party quarrels , of any kind , or in any degree . ell , Editor . Two dollars a year . 104 William St . ,

So far as it acknowledges and follows leadership , Jesus New York .

Christ will be its standard in morals , and Thomas Jefferson
THE CIRCULAR .

in politios . It will advocate a reconstruction in our Gov
ernment so far as to allow of a settlement of the Slavery Organ of the Oneida Perfectionists . One dollar a

question in such a manner as not to involve the sacrifice of year , or free . Address , Circular , Oneida , N . Y .

justice , freedom , human rights , a sound policy and the Na . THE SIBYL .
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Sayer Hasbrouck , Editor . Fifty cents a year . Adrevolution in politics and governmental administration , so

far as there has been a departure from the Jeffersonian dress , Middletown , Orange Co . , N . Y .

Platform , and systematic and persistent violation of the THE PROGRESSIVE AGE .

fundamental principles of the Government . It will be an Monthly . Fifty cents a year . Hopedale , Mass .

Monthly fir
especial advocate of simplicity and economy in Govern
ment , and attempt to demonstrate the correctness of the THE MAYFLOWER .

doctrine that “ that Government is best that governs Devoted to the Interests of Woman . - Miss
least . ” It will advocate a uniform and national system of Lizzie Bunnell , Editor . Semi -Monthly . Fifty cents

«urrency , a uniform and humane system of prison disci - a vear . Peru . Ind .

pline ,uniform marriage and divorce laws , a newand improved
system of representation , and present suggestive idcas on RISING TIDE .

the subject of schools , internal improvements , post - of - ! Spiritualistic . Monthly . . Seventyfive cents a year .

ko
o

regulations & c . It will also give the thoughts of the Independence , Iowa .
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THE HERALD OF PROGRESS , ( FIFTA EDITION NOW READY . )
ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS, Editor , A Book fo

r Every Household .

Assisted by an Association of Able Writers and
TIE

Cor respondents . HARBINGER OF HEALTH
A Cosmopolitan Journal of Health , Progress and Containing

Reform , devoted to no Sect , belonging to no Party , MEDICAL PRESCRIPTIONS ,

not given to one idea . The attention of al
l

Re FOR THE
formatory , Progressive , and Spiritual minds is invi HUMAN BODY AND MIND .

ted to the following distinctive features of

THE HERALD OF PROGRESS : By Andrew Jackson Davis ,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS , Formerly known as “ The Poughkeepsie Clairvoy
MEDICAL WHISPERS , ant and Seer . ”

AND PRESCRIPTIONS
BY THE EDITOR , Just published , a new and rare volume , designed

as a popular Handbook of Health , adapted fo
r

usoVOICES FROM THE PEOPLE ,

in the family , hospital and camp . The work conTEACHINGS O
F

NATURE ,

tains more than
Doings of the “ Moral Police , ” .

Three Hundred Prescriptions
8PIRITS MYSTERIES ,

for the treatment and cure of over one hundred difTIDINGS FROM THE INNER LIFE ,

ferent diseases and forms of disease incident to thisPULPIT AND ROSTRUM ,

climate .BROTHERHOOD ,

The Author ' s Prescriptions ar
e

given in the
CHILDHOOD , light of the “ Superior Condition , " a state in which
LAWS AND SYSTEMS . every organ and function of the human systein is

Also , choice Poetry and attractive Miscellany , transparently disclosed , with the most appropriate
embracing translations from the French and Ger - remedy for the greatest variety of cases .

man ; faithful historical portraitures , life sketches of The Harbinrer of IIcalth cannot fail to awaken
notable persons , late improvements in science and intense interest in the minds of the most intelligent
art , news , & c . , & c . of the Medical Profession , and will prove invaluable

THE HERALD OF PROGRESS I to the general reader , containing , as it does , infor

is published every SATURDAY , on a folio of mation concerning methods of treatment hitherto
eight pages , fo

r

Two Dollars pe
r

annum , or One unknown to the world , and imparting important
Dollar fo

r
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r
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PUBLISHED BY THECLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN . AMERICAN ANTI - SLAVERY SOCIETY,TESTIMONIALS . ARE TO BE OBTAINED AT THE
Anti -Slavery office, 48 Beekman street, New York ; 106This is to certify, that in June, 1858, I received North -Tenth street, Phila .; and 221, Washington

an injury in the foot by jumping from a horse , and , street , Boston .
after being under the treatment of six of our most No. 1. Correspondence between Lydia Maria Child and
scientific physicians without receiving any benefit , l Governor Wise and Mrs . Mason, of Virginia . 5

cents.and suffering much pain - being unable to walk - in" | No. 2. Victor IIago on American Slavery , with lettersJune , 1860 , through the influence of a friend , I put of other distinguished individuals , viz., De Tocmyself under the treatment of Dr. J . L . Lovell, of queville , Mazzivi, Humboldt , Lafayette , &c., 5Yarmouth , Me. I did not think he would succeed cents .any better than the former physicians, but as my No. 3. An Account of some of the Principle Slave In
friend had been benefitted by him , I could but try , surrections during th

e

last two centuries . By Joshua Coffin . 5 cents .and in a short time I found I could walk . I took No . 4 . The New Roign of Terror in the Slaveholdingno medicine . The lameness caused other difficul States , fo
r

1859 - - ' 60 . 10 cents .ties , but now I am free from all suffering and enjoy No . 5 . Daniel O 'Connell on American Slavery ; with othergood health . Any one wishing for further informa Irish Testimonies . 5 cents .tion can receive it by calling on me , or by writing to N
o . 6 . The RightWhy the Safe Way , proved by Emanoi .me . MARGARET B , FLANDERS . pation in the West Indies , and elsewhere . By L .South GardinER , Nov . 20 , 1860 . Maria Child . 10 cents ,

No . 7 . Testimonies of Capt . John Brown , at Harper ' s Ferry ,This is to certify that I have been troubled with with his address to the Court . 2 cents .

the bleeding , blind , and itching Piles for twenty - si
x

N
o . 8 . The Philosophy of the Abolition Movement . By

ycars . I have consulted a number of physicians , Wendell Phillips . 5 cents .
but found no relief until last Spring I commenced ta -t

o ? N
o . 9 . The Duty of Disubedience to the Fugitive Slave.king D

r . J . L . Lorell ' s medicine , and in three Act ; An Appeal to the Legislature of Massachu
softs . Dy L . Maria Child . 5 cents .weeks I was relieved , and am now enjoying good No . 10 . The Infidelity of Abolitionism . By Win . Lloydhealth . I would recommend all that are troubled Garrison . 3 conts .with Piles to call and see Dr . J . L . Lovell . N

o . 11 . Speech of John Hossack convicted of violationMARTIN WARD . of the Fugitive Slave Act , at Chicago , Illinois . 3YARMOUTII , Nov . 20 , 1860 . cents .

N
o . 12 . The Patriarchal Institution , as described by Mem .This is to certify that having been aficted with bers of its Own Family . Compiled by L . Maria

Child . 5 cents .Disease of the Liver for twelve years , and having
other complaints combined with that , I placed my No . 13 , N

o

Slave - IIunting in the Old Bay State : An
self under the care of D

r . J . L . Lovell , of Yarmouth , Appeal to the People and Legislature of Massachu -

setts . 5 cents .Mo . , in January , 1859 , and received great benefit N
o . 14 . A Fresh Catalogue of Southern Outrages uponfrom himn ; being so much relieved within a fe
w

Northern Citizens . 10 cents .months , that I could lic upon my left side ,which I No . 15 . The Fugitive Slave Law and its Victims . Bybad not done during that time . Rev . Samuel May , Jr . Revised and culargod ediAMANDA ESTES . tion , 13 cents single , $ 10 a hundred .STEVENS ' PLAINS , Oct . 2 , 1800 . No . 16 . Tribute of William Ellery Channing to the Amer

- o ican Abulitionists , for their Vindication of Freedora
This is to certify that we , the undersigned , hav . . . of Spocch . 3 cents .

ing been under the treatment of L . J . Lovell , Clair - N
o . .tha trentment of I Lovell Clair , No . 17 . Argument of Wendell Phillips Against the Repeal

of the Personal Liberty Law , before the Committesvoyant Physician , ao cheerfully recommend him to

of the Legislature , Jan , 29 , 1851 , 5 cents .al
l

invalids , both as a physician and a gentleman .

Mrs . Geo . BICKFORD , N
o . 18 . A Voico from llarper ' s Ferry . A Narrative of

Events at Harper ' s Ferry : with incidents prior an !MARGARET T . PERRY ,

Elexor Hunter , subsequent to its capture by Captain John Brow !

JZETTA PREBLE , and his men . By Osborne P . Anderson , one of the
HANNAH WARD , number . 15 cents .

Ann WARE , No . 19 . The Abolition of Slavery the Right of the Govern
IRENA ADERTON , ment under the War Power . 5 een ts .

HARRIET N . LIXNEKEN . No . 20 . The Loyalty and Devotion of Colored AmericansLLIMOND , Oct . 19 , 1860 . in the Revolution and War of 1812 . 5 cents .

No . 21 : In Memoriam . Testimonials to the Life and Cher
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A GENERAL PROSPECTUS S P I RITU A LISM .
or

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR . S. L . McFADDEN & Lady ,
CLAIRVOYANTVOLUME XXXII .

HEALING AND TEST MEDIUMS ,
The cause of Universal Mental Liberty , which Have taken Rooms at

seeks to establish the claims and teachings of Nature No . 55 Euclid St ., South Side Public Square ,
and Reason , and to overthrow those of Superstition , SECOND FLOOR ,
Bigotry , and Priestcraft , still needs the support of a Where they may be consulted in reference to all
free and independent press . diseases to which the human family is heir .
Wehave no new principles to proclaim ,and hence They will, by their peculiar clairvoyant powers ,

we shall keep to the old landmarks by which we accurately describe disease , and successfully pre
have so long been guided , endeavoring as fa

r
as we scribe fo
r

the same , without any previous knowledge
are able to render the paper acceptable to all and of the patient . T 'ests of various kinds will also be

subservient to national utility . Believing supersti - given to satisfy themost incredulous .

tion to be the bane of human improvement — the h
a Come one ! comeall ! and be satisfied of the com

munion of Spirits — the Life Everlasting — the truthsmoral leprosy of niankind - our most especial object of the Bible - - and the immortality of the soul .

shall be , as it hitherto has been , to counteract its CHARGES IN ALL CASES MODERATE .

pernicious influence , and to expose , by every means Cleveland , Ohio , May 15th , 1862 .

in our power , the mischievous practice of that nu
merous class of pretenders who are perpetually di The Fugitive Wife .

recting the attention of their credulous followers to A NEW AND INTERESTING BOOK ,

things above , that they may the more effectually de BY WARREN CHASE .

prive them of things below , and attempting to recon
cile them to misery and degradation in this world , BELA MARSH has just published an interesting

by promising them happiness and honor in another . work , written by WARREN Chase , author of " The
Anti - religious , then . and anti -clerical , in connec - ! Liſe Line of the Lone One , " the title of which is

tion with universal mental freedom , are the distin - / " THE FUGITIVE Wire ; " being a Review , Criticism ,

guishin characteristics of the INVESTIGATOR . But and Commentary on Marriage , Adultery , and Di .

as our aim is the promotion of human happiness by vorce , Polygamy , Monogimy , Celibacy , and Free
means of mental cultivation , we shall enrich our Love , Shakerism , Communism , and Socialism . In

terspersed with Poems , Sketches of Actual Life , ascolumns with whatever we may deem conducive seen by the author during many years travels , with
thereto . We shall therefore present to our readersal therefore present to our readers proposed legal remedies for domestic troubles .

whatever we may find valuable in literature , art , or Price , in paper binding , 25 cents ; in cloth , 40

science . As we pretend not to amuse the idle or cents , - sent by mail .

soothe the ignorant , we shall have no pretty tales of Published and for sale by
BELA MARSH ,mystery , to excite the imagination at the expense of

the understanding ; we shall , nevertheless , as much 14 Bromfield St . , Boston .

as possible , associate amusement with utility . In a And by the Author .

word , we shall do the best we know how to render

To the Diseased .our paper deserving of the patronage wo solicit , and
worthy of the cause we advocate . There are persons in al

l

parts of the country who

To the friendswho have hitherto stood by us , and need medical advise and council in relation to their
who have kindly tendered their further assistance , physical health , and the relation and influence of

we return our most grateful acknowledgments ; and mind thereto . Those in Spirit liſe , in Mediumistie
we call upon every one of congenial thought and connection with those in carth life , (who , for years
feeling to countenance and support us in our uncom - have made disease and its treatment a study ) are
promising hostility to religious imposture ,which we prepared to impart such advice and direction through
consider the master -vice of the age . the undersigned .

The INVESTIGATOR being the only paper published Where the disease is described by the applicant

in the known world which takes the broad ground the charge will be only fifty cents and two postage

of freely investigating al
l

subjects ,moral , social , and
stamps . If written out from autograph or lock of

" hair , $ 1 and two stamps .religious , we ask of those who are opposed to super A . UNDERHILL , M . D .

stition , to religious cant and intolerance , to lend us Cleveland , Ohio , April 24th , 1862 .

their aid in extending its circulation . P . O . Address to Box 2763 .

Terms — Two dollars per annum for a single copy ;

three dollars for two copies to one address . All let MILO A . TOWNSEND ,

ters should be directed to DEALER IN

J . P . MENDUM . BOOKS , STATIONARY , WALLPAPER
No . 103 Court St . , Toys and Fancy Articles ,

Boston , Mass . NEW BRIGHTON ,PA .


